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Circular Flows in the Market Economy

• Describes the flow of
resources, products,
income, and revenue
among the four
decision makers
(Households; Firms;
Output Market; Input
Market.)

Circular Flows in the Market Economy
A- Households supply
resources in the resource
market and demand goods and
services in the product market

B- Firms supply goods and
services in product market and
demand resources in the
resource market
C- Money flows in resource
market determine wages,
interest, rents, and profits
which flow as income to
households
D- Product markets determine
the prices for goods and
services which flow as revenue
to firms

Circular Flows in the Market Economy

Circular Flows in the Market Economy

Circular Flows in the Market Economy

GDP = C+I+G+NX

Circular Flows in the Market Economy

There are three approaches to calculating GDP:

• Product approach
• Expenditure approach:
• Income approach

: calculates the market value of goods and services

produced.

calculates the final spending on goods and

services.

: sums the income received by all producers and

households in the country.

Circular Flows in the Market Economy
•

GDP is our best measure of the value of output
produced by an economy, but as a measure of welfare,
it has several recognized flaws that you need to be
wary of.
1. It ignores transactions that do not take place
in organized markets- black market
2. Leisure time is not included in GDP.
3. It ignores the underground economy.
4. It does not value changes in the environment
that occur in the production of output.

1-The Production Approach to computing Gross
Domestic Product

Gross Domestic Product (GDP - output) is the market value of final goods
and services produced within a country during a specific time period,
usually a year.
Valued at Market Value
Only Final Goods and Services Count:
Sales at intermediate stages of production are not counted as their
value is embodied within the final-user good. Their inclusion would
result in double counting.
Excludes financial transactions and income transfers since these do
not reflect production.
Must be produced within the geographic boundaries of the country.
Net additions to inventory are current period output so are also
included.

Differences in GDP Over Time
U.S. Per Capita GDP

$35,664

(in 2000 U.S. dollars)
$28,429

$22,666
$18,391
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$6,418

$7,827
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$13,840
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Source: derived from U.S. Department of Commerce data.

• Per capita GDP is GDP divided by population.
• As shown here, the real 2003 GDP per capita of the
U.S. was more than five times the figure for 1930.

GDP as Output Produced
 GDP includes all output sold plus all goods produced
but not sold.
 Inventory is a firm’s stock of unsold goods.
 Planned inventory changes reflect management’s
decision to add to or to reduce its on-hand stock.
 Unplanned inventory changes reflect the results of
unexpected sales variations.
• An intermediate good is a good that is used in the production process. It is
not considered as a final good or service.
• Only newly produced goods are included in GDP.

GDP as Output Produced

“Total market value” refers to the quantity of goods multiplied by
their respective prices.

GDP as Valued-Added

• Sales at intermediate stages of production
are not counted as their value is embodied
within the final-user good. Their inclusion
would result in double counting.

Amount
mount Added
dded Too the
the

Sales
ales Receipts
eceipts

Stage

of Production

Value of the product

at each stage
of production

(equals income created)

(1)

(2)

Stage
Stage 1:
1: Farmer’s
Farmer’s
wheat
wheat

$.30
$.30

$.30
$.30

Value
Value added
added
by
by farmer
farmer

Stage
Miller’s
Stage 2:
2: Miller’s
flour
flour

$.65
$.65

$.35
$.35

Value
Value added
added
by
by miller
miller

Stage
Stage 3:
3: Baker’s
Baker’s
bread
bread

(wholesale)
(wholesale)

$.90
$.90

$.25
$.25

Stage
Grocer’s
Stage 4:
4: Grocer’s
bread
bread

(retail)
(retail)

$1
$1

Total
Total consumer
consumer expenditure
expenditure =
= $1
$1

Value
Value added
added
by
by baker
baker

$.10
$.10
Total
Total value
value added
added =
= $1
$1

Value
Value added
added
by
by grocer
grocer

Real and Nominal GDP

Real-Nominal PRINCIPLE
What matters to people is the real value of
money or income—its purchasing power—
not the “face” value of money or income.

• The term "real" means adjusted for inflation.
•Nominal GDP is a measure of national output based on the current
prices of goods and services. It is also called “money GDP”.

•Real GDP is a measure of the quantity of final goods and services
produced, obtained by eliminating the influence of price changes
from nominal GDP.

Price indexes
•
•
•
•

•

•

The value of a price index in any particular year indicates how
prices have changed relative to a base year.
The base year is the year against which all other years are
compared.
The index is 100  the percent change in prices from the base
year.
This type of index suffers from substitution bias as some
buyers will change the mix of goods that they buy in response to
price changes.
Chain-type indexes of real GDP were created to correct for this
bias. Such an index uses the mean of the growth rates using
beginning and ending year prices.
weight The importance attached to an item within a group of
items.

Three Key Price Indexes

•

Consumer Price Index (CPI)
– measures the impact of price changes on the cost of the typical
bundle of goods and services purchased by households.

•

Producer Price Index (PPI)
– A measure of the average prices received by producers for raw
materials, intermediate, and final goods. The PPI used to be called
the Wholesale Price Index (WPI).

•

GDP Deflator (GDP Price Index or GDPPI)
– Is a broader price index than the CPI. It is designed to measure
the change in the average price of all the goods and services
included in GDP.

•

Even though the CPI and the GDP deflator are based on different market
baskets and procedures, the rate of inflation as measured by each indicates
that the differences between these two alternative measures are small,
usually only a few tenths of a % point.

What Increased?

•Economic Growth: sustained increases in the real production of an
economy over a long time.

GDP Data for a Simple Economy

Quantity Produced

•

Price

Nominal
GDP

Year

Cars

Computers

Cars

Computers

2006

4

1

$10,000

$5,000

$45,000

2007
5
3
$12,000
To calculate real GDP we use constant prices.

$5,000

$75,000

Quantity Produced

Year

Cars Computers

Price
Cars

Computers

Real GDP

2006

4

1

$10,000

$5,000

$45,000

2007

5

3

$10,000

$5,000

$65,000

Growth of real GDP:

Price indexes

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) turns the prices
of many goods and services into a single index
measuring the overall level of prices.
GDP Deflator = Nominal GDP *100
Real GDP

We can measure the change in prices over time using an index
number called the GDP deflator.

This means that prices rose by 15% between the two years—2006 &
2007.

Real and Nominal GDP

We use the GDP Deflator to take the air out of Nominal GDP

.
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Consumer Price Index

•

The consumer price index is a measure over time of the cost of a
fixed “market basket” of consumer goods and services

An Exercise!!!!!!!
Year Nominal GDP
2000
(
)
2001
$120
2002
$150

Real GDP
$100
(
)
$125

GDP deflator
100
120
(
)

Fill the blanks in the table.
• Which year is the base year?
• Does output or prices rise from 2000 to
2001?
• Does output or prices rise from 2001 to
2002?

GDP versus GNP

•

•

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the total value of final
goods and services produced during a given period within the
geographic boundaries of a country regardless of by whom.
The goods and services are produced domestically.
Gross National Product (GNP) is the total value of final goods
and services produced during a given period by the citizens of
a country no matter where they live. The goods and services
are produced by the “nationals” of the country.

Expenditures = income
Expenditures
on Final Goods

=

GDP =

Income
Received for producing
Final Goods

• GDP is a measure of both output and income. Thus,
– GDP can be derived by totaling the expenditures on
final-user goods and services produced during the year.
This is called the expenditure approach.
– Alternatively, GDP can be calculated by summing the
income payments to the resource suppliers. This is
called the resource cost-income approach.

2- The Expenditure Method of Measuring GDP





GDP is the sum of expenditures on final used
goods and services by households,
investors, governments, and foreigners (net).
There are four components of GDP:








personal consumption expenditures (C),
gross private domestic investment (I),
government purchases (G) of goods and services,
and,
net exports (NX) ( exports - imports )

GDP = C + I + G + NX

2- Expenditure approach
• Economists divide GDP into four broad
expenditure categories:
1. Consumption expenditures: purchases by consumers
2. Private investment expenditures: purchases by firms.
3. Government purchases: purchases by federal, state,
and local governments.
4. Net exports: net purchases by the foreign sector
(domestic exports minus domestic imports).
GDP = C + I
GDP = C+ I + G
GDP = C + I + G + ( X – M )

Composition of CPI

Expenditure approach

GDP = C + I + G + (X – M)

Components of Expenditure

Consumption Expenditures

• Consumption expenditures are purchases
of currently produced goods and services,
either domestic or foreign.
• We can break down consumption into
durable goods, or goods that last a long
time, nondurable goods that last for a short
time, and services, which reflect work done
in which people play a prominent role in
delivery.

Investment
•

Private investment has three components
– Business Purchases of Plant, Equipment, and Software
• A firm’s plant, equipment, and software are intended to last for many years—only a
small part of them is used up to make the current year’s output
• Are regarded as final goods, and firms that buy them as final users of those goods
– New Home Construction
• Residential housing is an important part of nation’s capital stock
• House will continue to provide services into the future
– Changes in Inventories
• We count the charge in firms’ inventories as part of investment in measuring GDP
• Why?
– When goods are produced but not sold during the year, they end up in some firm’s inventory
stocks
– Part of the nation’s capital stock
– Will provide services in the future, when they are finally sold and used

Gross Private Domestic Investment

• Remember that GDP is not the market value of
total sales during a period—it is the market value
of total production.
• The relationship between total production and
total sales is:
GDP = final sales + change in business inventories

Gross Private Domestic Investment

• Nonresidential investment includes
expenditures by firms for machines, tools,
plants, and so on.
• Residential investment includes
expenditures by households and firms on
new houses and apartment buildings.
• Change in inventories computes the
amount by which firms’ inventories change
during a given period. Inventories are the
goods that firms produce now but intend to
sell later.

Gross Investment versus Net Investment

• Gross investment is the total value of all newly
produced capital goods (plant, equipment,
housing, and inventory) produced in a given
period.

• During the year, some of the existing plant,
equipment, and housing will deteriorate. This
wear and tear is called depreciation.
•Net investment equals gross investment
minus depreciation.

Government Purchases

• Purchases by state, local governments and federal
government are included
• Government purchases include
– Goods
• Fighter jets, police cars, school buildings, spy satellites, etc.
– Services
• Such as those performed by police, fire-fighters, legislators, and
military personnel

• Government is considered to be a purchaser even if it
actually produces the goods or services itself

Government Purchases

•

Important to distinguish between
– Government purchases
• Which are counted in GDP
– Government outlays
• As measured by local, state, and federal budgets and reported in the
media

•

Transfer payments represent money redistributed from one group of
citizens (taxpayers) to another (poor, unemployed, elderly)
– While transfers are included in government budgets as outlays they
are not purchases of currently produced goods and services
• Not included in government purchases or in GDP

Export and Import
• Imports (M) are goods we buy from other
countries. Exports (X) are goods made here
and sold to other countries.
• Net exports (X – M) are total exports minus
total imports
• When we buy more goods from abroad than
we sell, we have a trade deficit (M > X)
• A trade surplus occurs when our exports
exceed our imports (X > M)

GDP as Expenditures - Who Produces it?

GDP as Expenditures

GDP as Expenditures

U.S. consumption, 2005

$ $billions
billions

%%ofofGDP
GDP

$8,745.7

70.0%

Durables
Durables

1,026.5

8.2

Nondurables
Nondurables

2,564.4

20.5

Services
Services

5,154.9

41.3

Consumption
Consumption

U.S. investment, 2005

$ billions
Investment
Business fixed
Residential

Inventory

$2,105.0

% of GDP
16.9%

1,329.8

10.6

756.3

6.1

18.9

0.2

Government Spending

Government Spending

Government Spending

Laffer Curve
Taxes are a disincentive to
productive activity. As
marginal tax rates rise, the
disincentive effects also
grow, shrinking the tax
base. At marginal tax rates
greater than t, the tax base
shrinks at a faster rate than
the increases in marginal
tax rate. The net result is
that increases in marginal
tax rates beyond t result in
reduced tax revenues.

An Exercise!!!!!!!
Year
1
2

GDP
4532
4804

C

I
589
3320 629

G
861

NX
-45
-58

•Fill the blanks in the table
•Does “I” include the purchase of stocks and
bonds? Why?
•Does “G” include government spending on
unemployment checks?
•What does it mean to say that “NX” is negative?

GDP as Income







GDP is the sum of the income (including profits) received in
producing final goods and services during the period.
All of the payments made to producers are paid out to wageearners, business owners, governments, etc. Thus in total the
incomes must equal to the payments, which are equal in dollar
value to the total expenditures.
Payments include:











Wages and benefits paid to workers,
Proprietors’ income,
rents,
interest,
corporate profits,
Indirect business taxes
Net factor income from abroad
Capital consumption allowance.

GDP as Income
















Wages (including benefits) are the largest category. This category
includes insurance, social security and retirement contributions.
Interest is the net expense interest paid.
Rent is the income earned from selling the use of real estate.
Proprietors’ Income is all forms of income earned by self-employed
individuals and the owners of unincorporated business, including
unincorporated farmers
Corporate Profits include all income earned by the stockholders of
corporations
Net Factor Income from Abroad
The income that foreigners earn producing goods within the borders
of a country minus the income earn abroad.
Capital Consumption Allowance (CCA)
Depreciation is an estimate of the value of capital goods “used up”
in the period’s production. It is the cost of the wear and tear on the
machines and factories. CCA is depreciation, plus the value of
capital lost due to accidental damage.
Indirect business taxes
Taxes collected by businesses and turned over to the governments.

GDP as Income

Related Income Measures

•

•

•

•

Gross National Product (GNP):
Output produced by the "nationals"-- the citizens
of the country, regardless of whether that output is produced
domestically or abroad.
National income:
Total income earned by the nationals (citizens) during a period. It is
the sum of employee compensation, self-employment income, rents,
interest, and corporate profits.
Personal income:
Total income received by domestic households and non-corporate
businesses. It is available for consumption, saving, and payment of
personal taxes.
Disposable income:
Income available to individuals after personal taxes. It can either be
spent on consumption or saved.

3. The Income Approach to Computing GDP

The Income Approach to Computing GDP

GDP, GNP, NNP, National Income, Personal Income, and Disposable Personal Income,

GDP
Plus: receipts of factor income from the rest of the world
Less: payments of factor income to the rest of the world

Equals: GNP
Less: depreciation

Equals: net national product (NNP)
Less: indirect taxes minus subsidies

Equals: national income
Less:
Less:
Plus:
Plus:

corporate profits minus dividends
social insurance payments
personal interest income received from the government and consumers
transfer payments to persons

Equals: personal income
Less: personal taxes

Equals: disposable personal income

Disposable Personal Income and Personal Saving

Disposable Personal Income and Personal Saving

Disposable personal income
Less:
Personal consumption expenditures
Interest paid by consumers to business

Personal transfer payments to foreigners
Equals: personal saving
Personal savings as a percentage of disposable personal income

The two methods of calculating GDP are summarized below:

The two methods of calculating GDP are summarized below:
Expenditure Approach

Resource Cost-Income Approach

Personal consumption expenditures

Aggregate income:
Employee Compensation
Income of self-employed
Rents
Profits
Interest

+
Gross private domestic investment

+
Government consumption
and gross investment

+
Net exports of goods and services

= GDP

+

Non-income cost items:
Indirect business taxes
and depreciation

+
Net income of foreigners

= GDP

The Great Contribution of GDP

• However, the “great contribution” of GDP
is its ability to measure short-term
fluctuations in output.
– Year-to-year (and quarter-to-quarter) changes
in real GDP provide a reasonably precise
measure of what is happening to the rate
of output.

The Great Contribution of GDP
• In spite of its shortcomings, the evidence
indicates that real GDP per person is a
broad indicator of living standards.
– As real per capita GDP in the World has
increased through time, the quality of
most goods has increased while the
amount of work time required for their
purchase has declined.
– Similarly, as real per capita GDP has risen
in the World, life expectancy and leisure
time have gone up, while literacy and
infant mortality rates have gone down.

GDP and Social Welfare

• Society is better off when crime
decreases, however, a decrease in
crime is not reflected in GDP.
• An increase in leisure is an increase
in social welfare, but not counted in
GDP.
• Nonmarket and household activities
are not counted in GDP even though
they amount to real production.

GDP and Social Welfare
• GDP accounting rules do not adjust
for production that pollutes the
environment.
• GDP has nothing to say about the
distribution of output. Redistributive
income policies have no direct
impact on GDP.
• GDP is neutral to the kinds of goods
an economy produces.

Gross National Income per Capita

• To make comparisons of GNP between
countries, currency exchange rates must
be taken into account.
• Gross National Income (GNI) is a
measure used to make international
comparisons of output. GNI is GNP
converted into dollars using an average of
currency exchange rates over several
years adjusted for rates of inflation.
• GNI divided by population equals gross
national income per capita.

Gross National Income per Capita
Per Capita Gross National Income for Selected Countries, 2004
COUNTRY
Norway
Switzerland
United States
Denmark
Japan
Sweden
Ireland
United Kingdom
Finland
Austria
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
France
Canada
Australia
Italy
Spain
Greece
Source: World Bank, 2005.

U.S. DOLLARS
52,030
48,230
41,400
40,650
37,180
35,270
34,280
33,940
32,790
32,300
31,700
31,030
30,120
30,090
28,390
26,900
26,120
21,210
16,610

COUNTRY
Portugal
South Korea
Czech Republic
Mexico
Argentina
Turkey
South Africa
Brazil
Romania
Jordan
Colombia
Philippines
China
Indonesia
India
Pakistan
Nepal
Rwanda
Ethiopia

U.S. DOLLARS
14,350
13,980
9,150
6,770
3,720
3,750
3,630
3,090
2,920
2,140
2,000
1,170
1,290
1,140
620
600
260
220
110

GDP, Life Expectancy, and Literacy

Country

Real GDP Per
Person (1997)

Life Expectancy

Adult Literacy

USA

$29,010

77 years

99%

Japan

24,070

80

99

Germany

21,260

77

99

Mexico

8,370

72

90

Brazil

6,480

67

84

Russia

4,370

67

99

Indonesia

3,490

65

85

China

3,130

70

83

India

1,670

63

53

Pakistan

1,560

64

41

Bangladesh

1,050

58

39

Nigeria

920

50

59

Thank You for Attention
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